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Contractual Data
 

Dates and Beneficiaries
 

Dates

 

Beneficiary Data

 

Legal Representative
 

Organisation Legal Address
 

 

Department
 

 

Contact
 

Project Start: 01/08/2015 Project End: 31/01/2017

Activities Start: Activities End:

Project Duration(months): 18

Role PIC Name Country

Coordinating
Organization /
Beneficiary

951202371 ASSOCIAZIONE ARCI Italy

Management Contact
Person

951202371 ASSOCIAZIONE ARCI Italy

Name: ASSOCIAZIONE ARCI

Street: VIA DEI MONTI DI PIETRALATA 16

Post Code: 00157 City: ROMA

Country: Italy

Name:

Street: Via dei Monti di Pietralata 16

Post Code: 00157 City: Roma

Country: Italy

Local Address:

Internet site: www.arci.it

Title: Ms Function: President
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Contact Person
 

Organisation Legal Address
 

 

Department
 

 

Contact
 

Name Francesca Last Name: Chiavacci

Phone Number 1: 00390641609507 Phone Number 2:

Fax Number: Mobile Number:

Email: presidenza@arci.it

Name: ASSOCIAZIONE ARCI

Street: VIA DEI MONTI DI PIETRALATA 16

Post Code: 00157 City: ROMA

Country: Italy

Name:

Street: Via dei Monti di Pietralata 16

Post Code: 00157 City: Roma

Country: Italy

Local Address:

Internet site: www.arci.it

Title: Ms Function: Coordinator of project dept.

Name: Carla Last Name: Scaramella

Phone Number 1: 00390641609217 Phone Number 2:

Fax Number: Mobile Number:

Email: scaramella@arci.it
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Implemented activities
 

 

Description

 

Description of
implemented

activities

The project consisted in the organisation of nine events aimed at fostering citizens' direct
participation in the European debate, and at developing an interest of EU institutions to the specific
problems of the citizens of the "peripheries of Europe". In the local meetings on of the main topic
treated has been migration and his relation with the regional peripheries.

Three debates were organised in Copenhagen, Denmark, entitled ‘EU for Refugees’, ‘Can we see
ourselves in the eyes in 20 years’ and ‘The War in Syria, Refugees in Europe’. The debates were
aimed respectively at addressing three different aspect – moral, legislative and policies – related to
the refugee situation in Europe; at exploring how the refugee situation has been addressed by
senior officials and politicians, underlining that the increased nationalism in the different European
Countries can have an effect on the European project; and finally at connecting the war in Syria
with the refugees situation in Europe. The three events carries out in Denmark involved globally
225 citizens (82, 90 and 53).

In Spain, one seminar was organised in Madrid and three Spaces for Discussion and Citizen
Participation were set up in southern Andalucía and in the Spanish cities in northern Morocco, and
precisely in Melilla, Ceuta and Algeciras. The aim of the seminar, that involved 53 citizens and was
entitled ‘What role does the welfare state play in the inclusion of immigrants?’, was to explore what
role does the welfare state play in the inclusion of immigrants, in order to share, compare and build
a European view of the subject based on citizens participation. The three Spaces for Discussion
and Citizens’ Participation held in Ceuta, Melilla and Algeciras involved 59 participant in a
discussion on how the southern border cities of Spain and Europe are affected by migration flows,
how these affects citizens and how they affect the coexistence among local citizens and migrants.

In Romania a debate was organised in Bucharest, involving 67 citizens aimed at collecting
people's perceptions about the refugee crisis and its impact on population. In order to have a
better understanding of the perception of the Romanian people about crisis situation, the event
was preceded by a research, which helped to understand the situation and give more useful
information about the Romanians’ position with respect to this topics as well as their expectations
from National and European institutions.

In France, a debate was organised in Arras (Nord Pas de Calais, France)using the Projection of
the film Hope as a starting point. The event involved 200 citizens, which were stimulated to
participate in a discussion about the coexistence with refugee hosted in the camps of the region.

In Italy, an International meeting "Migration at the core of the European and Mediterranean crisis",
to which attended approximately 400 people, was organised within the Sabir Festival in Pozzallo,
Sicily, involving  over 1.300 people. The aim of the event was to discuss on some priorities of the
European agenda, in order to improve coordination and common action on topics such as new
European Union migration politics and policies. Citizens have had the chance to approach and
discuss these items with NGOs working in this field, as example of active participation into the
European debate. One of the main important event was a meeting with 300 students of Pozzallo
that attended the Forum and had the chance to discuss on Europe and their perception of being
the front door of migration arrivals with the President of Italian Parliament.

The last event took place in Brussels (Belgium) and was the occasion for the partners to present
the main results of the local activities and the project results. It was decided to introduce these
presentation in the framework of a meeting on populism and democracy, in order to introduce the
P4EUDEM proposals and conclusions in this context.

Changes in
relation of the

original project

One change in relation to the original project was that in Italy, we have decided to concentrate all
activities during the International meeting in order to give more visibility and interconnection to all
activities. For this reason, instead of organising two local meetings in other Italian cities we
concentrated all the activities in Italy in Pozzallo. Prior to the European event, Arci was engaged in
preparatory work with the 300 students that would later participate in the International event, in
order for them to have a clearer understanding of the event in itself and to have an idea of the
priorities of the European agenda on migration and of how this affects citizens’ lives.
Another change consisted in adding an activity related to project implementation in Romania: prior
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to the organization of the local event, and in order to understand the perception of the Romanian
people on the so-called “refugee crisis”, a research has been conducted among citizens exploring
their understanding of the subject / situation.

Impact and
visibility

IMPACT
The activities helped citizens to debate on one of the main European topic: migration,
understanding the migratory situation that the partner countries and Europe are facing; to
understand the difficulties that migrants are confronted to during their paths from their home
country to Europe; to develop an awareness of the benefits of “living together”; to defeat stigma
and stereotypes of the “foreigners”; to strengthen the inclusion of migrant populations.
Starting from this topics, citizens had the opportunity to learn about European institutions’
mechanism and about the impact of European policies at national level, especially in context of
geographical “periphery”. The national events, seminars, debates produced recommendations and
proposals that have been shared during the two international meetings. This produced the very
important impact that involved citizens felt they could express their opinions to relevant
interlocutors and in this way have a chance to influence directly the discussion.

The interaction between P4EUDEM partners, civil society organizations, institutional
representative during the Sabir Festival gave to the project a large visibility and impact on
institutions and on local citizens in Pozzallo.

DISSEMINATION
Local and international events were widely disseminated through partners’ websites and social
media.
•http://www.festivalsabir.it/edizione-2016/
•http://fundacioncives.org/comunicacion/noticias/que-papel-juega-el-estado-de-bienestar-en-la-
inclusion-de-personas-migrantes/
•http://nyteuropa.dk/flygtninge-i-europa-2/
•http://www.apd.ro/ro_RO/clubapd-cnc/raport-de-cercetare-perceptia-romanilor-privind-criza-
refugiatilor
•http://www.apd.ro/ro_RO/clubapd-cnc/dezbatere-provocarile-crizei-refugiatilor-din-perspectiva-
europeana-si-nationala
•www.acoge.org
•https://es-es.facebook.com/federacion.AndaluciaACOGE/
•http://www.laligue-npdc.org/index.php?modules=actualites&id_actualite=285

Additional
information

In Italy and Romania, the events had the attention of official media (press and TV): in Romania,
the president of honour of APD was on Digi24 Channel to present and discuss about project’s
results. In Italy, the International meeting had the sponsorship of TGR (regional Italian television)
and all activities have been largely covered by several media.
In Spain, visibility was reached also through posters and brochures that were distributed in
neighbourhoods and migrant associations, as well as through of the different organizations which
attended the local events (more than 20).
In France, the activities implemented benefited from a large communication which helped to bring
more than 250 people at the film projection and debate. The activities were enlightened in the local
medias and also in the communication tools of the Ligue de l’enseignement (i.e. internet website ;
Facebook etc.).

Indirectly, the project has reached over 10.000 people, considering the persons reached by the
information on the Sabir Festival (through the website http://www.festivalsabir.it/edizione-2016/,
and through the articles on the press and services on TV) and the persons reached by partners’
websites and social media accounts.

The events organised in the partner countries have undoubtedly created increased awareness
about the urgent need for common solutions towards the management of migration flows and of
the reception of refugees, as well as the awareness of the fact that the EU is the most crucial
player. Europe was constantly pointed out to be part of the solution, and European policies
regarding migration were deeply discussed. The role of the EU towards migration was presented
to citizens that generally did not know well what is EU mission and role generally speaking, and
know even less what are its tasks and responsibilities in migration policies. In conclusion of the
events, participants agreed that Europe should strengthen and reinforce its foundational values to
avoid nationalistic reactions against migrants. At the same time, during the debates and events an
increasing distrust was expressed by citizens on the fact that national governments can face the
problems connected to migration and find a solution for it..
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Statistics
 

Direct Participants

  
  

Indirect Participants 
  

  
  

Other Information 
Timetable of the Project (please indicate the total duration of the Project from Preparation to Evaluation) 

 
WebSite Address  

 
Citizens' understanding of the EU 

 
Venues of the activities 

Name of Organisation/municipality Country
Participants by target group Disadvantaged

participants Women Men Total
below 30 30-65 above 65

ASSOCIAZIONE ARCI Italy 2 49 2 0 25 28 53

LA LIGUE DE L'ENSEIGNEMENT France 50 150 80 80 165 115 280

FEDERACION ANDALUCIA ACOGE Spain 0 59 0 0 35 24 59

FUNDACION EDUCATIVA Y
ASISTENCIAL CIVES Spain 11 32 10 0 33 20 53

Nyt Europa Denmark 147 78 225

Asociatia Pro Democratia Romania 44 44 5 0 52 41 93

ASSOCIAZIONE ARCI Italy 350 900 50 200 650 650 1300

457 1234 147 280 1107 956 2063

Number of Indirect Participants 10 000

Project Start Date 07/09/2015

Project End Date 30/01/2017

Please indicate the website where
the filled template on the
implemented activities is published

http://www.arci.it/multimedia/progetti/

Do you think that your activities
have increased the citizens'
understanding of the EU?

Good
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Venues of the activities

Country City

España Madrid, Ceuta, Mellilla, Algeciras

France Arras, Calais (Pas de Calais)

Romania Bucharest, Galati, Cumpana

Italia Pozzallo (Sicily)

Danmark Copenhagen (three events)

Belgium Bruxelles
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Financial Sheet
 

Final grant requested
 

Item Contractual Declared
Executive Agency - EACEA 150 000,00 150 000,00

Total: 150 000,00 150 000,00
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Attachments 

Type of File Name of the File
Declaration on Honour annex1_DH_Associazione Arci.pdf

Financial Final Report – Grant calculation
sheet

P4EU-DEM_grant_calculation_sheet_Arci.xlsx
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